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 18th August, Dundrum, Dublin, Ireland 
 I get out of the house to go buy some groceries from the grocery store . As I unlock my 
 cycle, the neighbour calls out “Hey Eden, how’s it going man?” “Two tomatoes, one 
 onion and a packet of noodles.” I say, reading the list of things I have to buy. I hadn’t 
 heard the neighbour, as my cycle had squeaked as I took it out.Anyway, the name’s 
 Eden, Eden Boyer. 

 I maneuvered easily through the complicated streets. When I reached the grocery store, 
 I locked my cycle and headed inside. A few minutes later, I came out with my hands full : 
 tomatoes in one hand, an onion in the other and a packet of noodles stuffed under my 
 chin.I put everything in my cycle’s basket and realised that it didn’t go as deep as it 
 usually does. But I decided to leave the peculiarity alone. Once I reached back home 
 and bent my head to lock my cycle, I thought something fell out. I looked up to see what 
 it was but didn’t see anything. I didn’t know it, but something had, in fact, fallen out. Or 
 to be precise, it had hopped out. I kept looking around until something bit me on my 
 ankle. I turned around to see what it was, and discovered that it was a rabbit. I scooped 
 it up in my hand and headed for the stairs that lead to my house. When I was halfway up 
 the stairs, I did something that I was famous for in my neighbourhood. This could also 
 be considered a skill and probably one of the most ridiculous - I front rolled up the stairs 
 five times and literally gate crashed into my house. I looked up to see my dad, and by 
 the look on his face, I knew that something was not right. 

 The neighbour had told dad about about my reply to his question, which as you might 
 recall, I did not hear, but my dad was not aware of this fact and started scolding me, As 
 I did not know that the neighbour had asked me a question, I tried telling dad that 
 nothing like that had happened, but it was of no use- I was banned from TV, soccer, And 
 sleepovers for a month. I was so unhappy!! I pleaded with dad to take off the sleepover 
 part as I had a sleepover just the next day, but he held his ground, something he does 
 very well(total bummer). After dad stormed into his room, I stood in the hall, a look of 
 confusion, anger, and sadness written clearly in bold letters across my face. I turned 
 around to pick up the rabbit when I saw that it was gone. 
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 19th August , 



 On the way to dad’s office, Dublin, Ireland 

 As I was grounded, I went with dad to his office. On the metro I sat in absolute silence 
 next to my dad, with distraught largely written on my face. The metro ride from Dundrum 
 to Sandyford was as quiet as the depths of the ocean. We got off at a seriously crowded 
 Sandyford station and hiked our way to Leopardstown where dad’s office is located. 

 In dad’s office, Leopardstown, Dublin, Ireland 

 A large Microsoft logo greets us into dad’s office. As we stepped into the cafeteria, I was 
 immediately drooling after looking at the pastries. I told dad that I will have a quick snack 
 and then join him at his cube which is on the second floor. I helped myself with a dozen 
 muffins, three slices of pizza, five popsicles and a 1 liter bottle of strawberry juice. 
 Having eaten my breakfast, lunch and dinner meal, I got up from my chair and, 
 struggling to stay on my feet, I trudged to the elevator. When the doors were almost 
 shut, they stopped. I looked down to see what was stopping the doors and saw that it 
 was the rabbit that I had found and lost yesterday. I once again picked it up. Once the 
 elevator reached the second floor, I walked to dad’s cube and sat on the cupboard. Dad 
 gave me a stern look, and I jumped down from my perch on top of the five feet tall 
 cupboard. But accidentally knocked dad’s favourite ceramic cup to the floor in the 
 process, it shattered with a bang which was only slightly quieter than a sonic boom. 
 Dad’s look grew even more sterner and he yelled at me once again and then told me the 
 deadliest words I have ever heard “The only food you're allowed to eat for the rest of the 
 month is tomato and broccoli salad.” I plopped down on the floor like a melted ice cream, 
 my mind racing around the words dad had just said. 

 The next thing I knew was, a vacuum cleaner buzzing around dad’s cube. I opened my 
 eyes to see a maintenance guy staring directly at my face. “Why are you sleeping on 
 the floor, kid?” I was speechless, due to dad’s shocking words. But dad came to my 
 rescue. “Oh, It's just an old habit of his, he dozes of when he’s walking and falls down 
 on the floor.” This statement was only partly correct because : It wasn't a habit of mine 
 to plop down on the ground  and  , I had fallen on the  ground and dozed off. I turned 
 around to pick up the rabbit, only to find it gone again. 
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 20th August, 
 My room, Dundrum, Dublin, Ireland 
 Now I was banned from dad’s office. I sat in my bed hearing sparrows sing. But it was 

 not as pleasant as usual. I guess that’s because I was extremely depressed . I picked a 
 book from my bookshelf and started reading. I was still not feeling that great. I started 
 drawing on a piece of paper, or more accurately, scribbling. This raised my mood a little 
 so I crushed the paper and scribbled on another one and crushed that and started over 
 again. In ten minutes, I was the happiest boy in the world! But suddenly the door to my 
 room burst open. Dad came in and saw the mess I had made and slapped me hard 
 across the face. I tried telling him that I was feeling sad and doing this made me happier 
 and that I would clean it up after sometime. But dad wasn’t convinced. Convincing my 
 dad when he is angry is as hard as convincing a flat-earther that the earth is actually 
 spherical. 

 So there I was, with a bright red hand print across my face. Just then, I heard the sound 
 of metal clanking, I strained my ears to find out where the sound was coming from. It 
 was coming from my bathroom! I went into the bathroom to see what was making the 
 sound, and to my amusement it was once again the rabbit. Somehow the rabbit had 
 survived its trip through the sewer and made it into my bathroom through the drain. This 
 time I refused to pick it up and went to bed. Around 1 am, I felt a tickle in my stomach. I 
 woke up laughing and raised my shirt to see that the rabbit was sleeping, right there! I 
 gently raised it and kept it next to me on the bed, it let out a contented sound. I too fell 
 asleep alongside it. The next morning, I expected that the rabbit had disappeared again, 
 but no, it was there, snoring exactly where I kept it. Henceforth, I decided to keep it as 
 my pet. 
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 21st August, 
 Ring ring!!!! I was sitting on the sofa with Mr.Mysterious when the phone rang. As you 
 might have figured, I had named the rabbit Mr.Mysterious, because of his mysterious 
 disappearing and reappearing acts. 
 My dad picked up the phone enthusiastically, but his expression turned sullen once he 



 heard what the person on the other end of the line was saying. “All right, I’ll come” he 
 said sadly to whoever was jabbering their mouth off in his ear and then hung up. “Eden, 
 We are going to South Africa.” Now I knew why dad was sullen. Dad sulks whenever he 
 needs to travel out of the country because he does NOT like planes. But I, on the other 
 hand, was bounding into my room to pack. In ten minutes I was ready and good to go. 
 But dad didn’t think I was good to go. Because I had a small cage in my hand and in the 
 cage was Mr.Mysterious. “Eden what’s that?” dad asked. He didn’t know about the 
 rabbit because I had hidden it from him until now. “Uh… It's my… you know… uh...pet 
 rabbit….” I hesitantly said. “He is not coming with us.” Dad said firmly. So I slumped my 
 shoulders and went back to my room. 

 In my room I took Mysti out of the cage, ( Mr.Mysterious’s nickname is Mysti) and 
 put him in my back-pack, keeping the zip only slightly open so that Mysti would not 
 suffocate. I came out of my room and made a convincing show of being sad. 

 Once the plane was airborne for about an hour, I took Mysti out of my bag and showed 
 him to a businessman who was sitting next to me on the plane. He screamed like a 
 banshee, startling everyone on the plane and making them shout too. Dad came to me 
 to check what had caused the commotion and immediately saw Mysti on my lap. He 
 screamed loudly, causing another chorus of screams, and this time the flight attendants 
 had decided that they would stop this banshee chorus and came over to dad and 
 screamed so loud that it caused not only the passengers to scream, but the pilots too. 
 Now this is not a good thing, especially when you are flying thirty eight thousand feet 
 over the Atlantic Ocean. Our plane spiralled into a stomach churning nose dive. How 
 could we possibly survive? This is a very good question, a question people usually take 
 to their graves, or in this case, the ocean. Suddenly our plane inflated into a huge 
 rubber life raft, saving everyone's life. I was relieved all the way until dad came over to 
 have ‘a word’ with me, he scolded me yet another time and I passed out due to 
 embarrassment. 

 I woke up to a wet snout nudging my face. It was Mysti. The plane had docked in the 
 South African harbour and all the passengers were getting out. I too went out with dad 
 and Mysti, now dad too liked Mysti, I think it was something that had happened when I 
 had passed out. “ Isn’t Fur Ball cute?” dad asks as we get out of the plane. “Who 
 exactly is Fur Ball?” I ask. 
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 “Why, it’s this cute rabbit down here.” He says, gesturing to Mysti in my hand. 
 “ His name is Mr.Mysterious, and his nickname is Mysti.” I said. 
 “Mr.Mysterious? What a pathetic name!” Dad blurted. 
 “No it is not.” 
 “It is! Who names a rabbit Mr.Mysterious? It’s just pathetic.”. 
 “How about Mysti?” 
 “Mysti, why is it Mysti? It does not mean anything. Whereas, Fur Ball is a perfect name 
 as the rabbit  is  a fur ball.” 



 “All right. His name is Fur Ball.” I said, defeated. Dad did a triumphant punch in the air. 

 22nd August, 

 We were escorted into our five star hotel where the doors to the rooms, for some 
 reason, opened outward towards the hallway. This is how I got smacked in the face 
 when our neighbour opened his door. I went into my room holding my face. Dad said I 
 should stay in the room until he comes back, which was only going to happen in  two 
 days  ! Having said this, dad strode out of the room.  After ten minutes, I heard a knock 
 on the door followed by a french accented voice saying, “Room Service!!! Monsieur, it's 
 your customized Broccoli and Tomato pizza with extra, extra, extra pepper.” “Did you 
 just say Broccoli and Tomato Pizza with extra pepper!?” I fumed. “Extra, extra, extra 
 pepper, Monsieur." The room service guy corrected me. I fumed, ran to the door and 
 kicked it open. In a split second, the door struck the guy with a satisfying crunch, he 
 threw the pizza to clutch his face, normally I would have smiled but this time, the pizza 
 landed on my face. My neighbour stood there with his jaw hanging open, then shortly 
 after, fainted. 
 The rest of the day went slightly better.I soon fell into a deep slumber. 

 �� actio� start�… 
 23rd August, 

 The next morning, I woke up to find that  FUR BALL  WAS GONE  !!!!!!! DUN 
 DUN DUUNNNNN! Just then I found a ball of cloth soaked in chloroform. 
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 Without a second thought, I jumped out the window to go help Fur Ball. But soon, I was 
 the one who needed helping as I had landed directly into a thorn bush. A person who 
 was walking by helped me out of the bush. After that, without saying anything, I darted 
 past him. I was following my mobile, because dad had put a collar on Fur Ball which had 
 a GPS tracker. It was pointing to the harbour! I poured on a fresh burst of speed and 
 leaping over a taxi, jumped into the harbour. In the harbour I saw a guy dressed up like 
 a cat burglar putting Fur Ball into a motor boat. I jumped into a paddle boat and started 
 rowing furiously, soon I was picking up speed. Just then I heard the wail of a siren 
 behind me, I turned to see that it was a police boat. The officer came on board my boat 
 and told me what had happened- The real owner of the boat I was using had gone to 



 the police station and complained that his boat had been stolen! I tried telling the officer 
 that my rabbit had been kidnapped, but he did not believe me, so I was arrested. 

 In the prison cell, I checked my phone, Fur Ball’s signal was gone! I started weeping 
 helplessly. Suddenly, a few neurons clicked into place in my head. One of them 
 suggested turning into a bulldozer and ramming the cell wall to get out and a few 
 neurons actually supported this idea. I reminded myself that this idea was not possible. 
 Another neuron reminded me that I always carried a butterfly knife with me! I could pick 
 the door lock and get out!! 
 This is exactly what I did, I ran to the door, flicked open my butterfly knife and set to 
 work picking the lock. But lock picking is easier said than done, I struggled to pick the 
 lock and soon got fed up. I thrust my hand backward and rammed the knife into the 
 keyhole, the door opened… 
 I tiptoed out of the cell and soon found the chimney, climbed up it, and soon took a 
 breath of the fresh and clean South African air. I ran to the railing of the terrace where 
 an electric wire was hanging from the terrace to the opposite building. I took off my 
 sweatshirt and flung it over the wire and tried to zip line to the other building, this 
 actually worked for sometime, but soon the zip line lost its zip. I was left dangling midair 
 with my feet hanging helplessly. I gritted my teeth, my hands were cramping. Soon, I 
 couldn’t take it anymore - I let go. I expected myself to land hard and right into the path 
 of a bus, but no, My landing was soft, I had landed in a garbage pile in a garbage truck. 
 I was soon dumped in the dump yard followed by the garbage. I lay underneath the pile, 
 not sure which way was up, but eventually I made it out. My ribs ached, arms ached, 
 and my back ached. I was a garbage covered monster of a kid. But still, I did not stop, I 
 ran and ran and ran all the way to the harbour, this time I found a few wooden planks 
 and a few nails. I built a small raft and kept two planks to use as paddles. I struggled to 
 get past the strong waves but soon made it past them. I continued to row furiously, I 
 now got Fur Ball’s signal! 
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 August 24, 
 Madagascar, Africa 

 Suddenly I bumped into something hard. "Ouch!"I yelped. I realised I had snoozed off 
 into a slumber, and when I opened my eyes to see what I had bumped into I realised it 
 was the Madagascar dock. I suddenly remembered Fur Ball and checked my GPS 
 tracker and I still saw the red dot (which, as you might have figured, was Fur Ball) and 
 sighed in relief. I took a running start from the back of my raft and jumped onto the 
 crowded harbour. I raced past the people and ran over a guy on a bicycle, he fell down. 



 I helped him up and told him that my rabbit had been bunny-napped and that I dearly 
 needed his bicycle. But he, like the South African police officer, did not believe me and, 
 from my experience, I decided that it was better to ask for forgiveness rather than 
 permission. I unleashed a cluster punch on the man. He fell down like a felled oak, his 
 mouth frozen in an awkward position. “Sorry for that, Sir.” I said. 
 Many of you might not know what a custer punch is : It is believed that the five main 
 veins intersect at a point just above the right kneecap, and if a person could strike that 
 cluster at exactly the right angle with an ,on-the-dot, accurate amount of force, then the 
 victim would be paralysed for a short period of time. 
 Somehow I could throw out cluster punches at will. My strategy was to raise my hand 
 straight up fifteen centimeters and punch with a high pitched “yaaaaaaaar!” which, I 
 could swear, played a vital role in the success of the action. 
 Anyway, returning back to our story, I picked up the bicycle and started paddling hard 
 following Fur Ball. I raced through the streets at break-neck speed and before I knew 
 what I was doing, I was lost. ‘At Least I have my phone’ I thought. Just then, to my 
 immense fury, the phone battery died. 
 I started cycling through the roads, not particularly sure where I was going. Suddenly I 
 saw the South African police looking for me, and to add to my surprise I saw dad with 
 them. They saw me with a blank expression on my face, caught me, and put me in a 
 van. I was whisked away to the airport, where I was put into the cargo hold of a roaring 
 Boeing 747 Jumbo jet(Don’t ask me why, cause I have no idea), the Boeing made its 
 way to the runway, where it was immediately cleared for take off. It took off at an 
 unusually steep angle, making me back roll up the cargo hold’s steep hydraulic powered 
 door, and forward roll back down. 

 August 25, 
 Back to South Africa 



 We, that is to say, Dad and I, were once again escorted into our hotel suite. Once we 
 were inside, dad slammed the door shut and asked me, “ Eden, what did I say about not 
 leaving the room till I got back? And what in the world were you doing in 
 Madagascar?!?! And where are your manners? Walloping a gentle room service guy 
 with the door?!?!” 
 He started to breathe heavily as he had said this all in one breath. “But dad, Fur 
 Ball has been bunny-napped, I know because when I woke up, Fur Ball was gone 
 and I spotted a ball of cloth soaked in chloroform lying on the floor!!” 
 “Did you just say that my itty, bitty, fuzzy, wuzzy bunny was kidnapped?!?!" 
 “I did. And it’s not your bunny, it’s mine!” 
 “Then what are you waiting for? We need to get going!!! And It’s my bunny!” 
 “I already did, but you just caught me and shipped me here in the cargo hold of a 
 Boeing 747 Jumbo jet!!!!!” 
 “You could have just told me this back then!!! ” 
 “You never gave me a chance!!!!!” 
 “Why are you still pondering over the problem? We need to go rescue Fur Ball!!!!!” 
 “You’re the one who started this argument!!!!” 
 “Alright, now I have stopped it!!” 
 “Then what are we doing here?!” 
 “I have no earthly idea!!! 
 “ We have to go if you want to have any hope in finding your so-called ‘Itty, bitty, 
 fuzzy, wuzzy bunny’! And I just remembered, I need your phone.” 
 “Why, what happened to your’s?” 
 “Long story short, its battery is currently dead..” 
 “Well, ok” 
 “Then why aren’t you giving yours?” 
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 “Oh, right! Here you go” he said, handing me the phone.I tried to take it but he wouldn’t 
 let go. 
 “Let go!” I said, feeling agitated. 
 “I don’t wanna part with my itty, bitty, fuzzy, wuzzy phone!!” he bawled, tears springing 
 up in his eyes. 
 “Seriously?!?!Now it's an itty,bitty, fuzzy, wuzzy  phone  ?! It isn’t even fuzzy!!!!!!” I cried. 
 “So what, if it's not fuzzy? Isn’t a phone allowed to have a nickname?” “Not like that.I 
 mean-” 
 “You have insulted my phone, son. I am very disappointed in you!” he said, cutting me 
 off. 
 “But, but daaaad! I whined 
 “What daaaaaad?!” he screamed. 
 “Daaad we forgot about Fur Ball!” I explained 



 “Oh rightttt!” He said, taking a long moment to absorb the tension in the situation. 
 “What’s  he  doing?” Dad asked finally, gesturing to  the neighbour who was still passed 
 out on the floor in the hallway. 
 “Well… we don’t have time for these things. Let’s go and find Fur Ball!” 
 “Good point.” dad said, finally handing me his phone. I quickly changed the chip 
 from his to mine. And we were ready and good to go! 
 “Wait! Dad said “ I forgot something!” 
 I thought he was going to get something really important but he rushed into the dresser 
 and came out dressed in a black commando outfit with rubber soled running shoes. 
 “Seriously?” I asked, rolling my eyes and crossing my hands. 
 “We need to stay undercover!” Dad persisted. 
 “Alright! Now let’s go.” 
 “What about you?” 
 “Don’t worry about me!!!” 
 “Alright!!! Let’s go.” 
 And without another word we darted out the door. 

 On the bustling streets of Cape Town, South Africa, 

 We were maneuvering through the side streets of Cape Town, dad still desperate to 
 stay in the shadows. When suddenly I saw the cat burglar like dressed man I had seen 
 back in the South African harbour, I told dad about this without hesitation and he 
 immediately took action. But it was not the action I was expecting. Dad took out a rope 
 attached to a grappling hook and threw it on the street lamp and tried swinging to the 
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 cat-burglar man. But he only succeeded in smashing the street lamp on the opposite 
 side of the road alerting the cat-burglar man and he quickly darted away. I chased after 
 him like a cheetah chasing the world’s last gazelle. I raced through the streets and 
 ended up in the harbour where I once again saw Fur Ball on the boat. I dived into the 
 boat and landed face first on the hard wooden interior. "Ouch!" I shrieked. Just then the 
 cat-burglar man threw me overboard! I rolled around helplessly in the salty water, finally, 
 I blasted up to the top, drenched from head to toe. I saw the motor boat speeding off 
 into the horizon and my heart sank. Luckily, dad came to my rescue in a super speedy 
 motor boat, I climbed up into the boat and we speeded of to go rescue Fur Ball. 



 On the Atlantic Ocean, To South America, 
 Speed - 10 knots 

 My clothes were now dry due to the wind blowing very hard against us as we raced 
 across the ocean at break-neck speed. Suddenly, we were raised from the surface of 
 the ocean, our propeller spinning mid-air, doing us no help at all, we looked down to see 
 a  huge  humpback whale lifting us. But soon it dived  back under the ocean, taking us 
 with it. Our boat floated back to the surface of the water and because its propeller was 
 still running it went racing away, leaving dad and me stranded at sea. Dad spotted a 
 small island next to us and we swam the best we could and climbed onto it. Soon we 
 saw a helicopter flying overhead and using my butterfly knife signaled them to send 
 down a rope ladder. We climbed up the ladder and asked the pilot to fly towards South 
 America because that is where Fur Ball’s signal was pointing to. In a few hours we saw 
 the boat Fur Ball was in, the helicopter swooped in and through a microphone I 
 screamed “Give us Fur Ball back, you bandit!” 
 “Who on Earth is Fur Ball?” the cat-burglar man screamed. 
 “The rabbit you bunny-napped.” 
 “We did not kidnap any rabbit!” 
 “Then what is that?” I gloated, pointing at the cage in which Fur Ball was in. 
 Then, without answering, he poured on the speed and got away. 
 “ Follow that bandit!!!” I screamed at the pilot. 
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 Over The Amazon River, 
 Brazil, South America 

 We were flying over The Amazon River which was sheltered by a thick foliage. We were 
 not able to see the bandit due to this but, we were following the river as it was the only 
 way the bandit could go. They couldn't turn around and go back to the ocean as the part 
 of the river we were in was very narrow. Soon the foliage cleared and we could see the 
 bandit, the rope ladder was once again lowered, just next to the boat. 



 I climbed down and keeping both feet planted on the last rung, reached out with one 
 hand and made a grab for Fur Ball’s cage. The move was flawless. I had Fur Ball!!! The 
 rope ladder was raised and I had my itty, bitty, fuzzy, wuzzy bunny back!!! It felt so great 
 to have him back.Suddenly I noticed that the bandit had taken out a spear and was 
 aiming at a pancake stingray! I jumped out of the helicopter to go help the rare fish. I 
 landed in the water and swam to the boat. I climbed in, snuck up to the man and 
 walloped him with an inch-perfect cluster punch. But he had already thrown the spear, 
 luckily the stingray swam deeper and escaped the spear. Now that the man was 
 paralysed, it was easy to send him up to the helicopter and to the police where he would 
 be spending a long time in jail because FurBall was not the only animal he had 
 kidnapped, he had kidnapped a whole bunch of animals! 

 I returned to Ireland, Fur Ball sleeping in my arms. We reached home, and sat next to 
 the warm fire, rewinding this whole amazing journey, from Ireland to Africa and back to 
 Ireland. I hope to see you soon again in our next amazing adventure. I promise it will be 
 loaded with fun, thrills and jokes that you can enjoy. 

 Unti� the�, 
 Ede� Boye� 

 �� En� 
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 Glossary 

 Thoroughly -  In a careful and complete way 

 Maneuver -  A movement that needs care or skill 

 Grounded -  To restrict somebody or stop them from  leaving a place, especially as a 
 punishment 



 Trudge -  To walk with slow, heavy steps, for example because you are very tired 

 Depressed -  Very unhappy, often for a long period  of time 

 Henceforth -  From now onwards 

 Flat-Earther -  A person who believes that the Earth  is flat 

 Enthusiastically -  Do something with full excitement  and interest 

 Bounding -  Go with full energy 

 Sulk -  To refuse to speak or smile because you want  people to know that you are angry 
 about something 

 Slump -  To fall suddenly and by a large amount 

 Suffocate -  To choke because there is no air to breathe 

 Commotion -  Great noise or excitement 

 Banshee -  (in Irish legend) A female spirit who wails 

 Firmly -  With strength or in a secure way 

 Nosedive -  A sudden sharp dive head first 

 Triumphant -  In a victorious way 
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 Escort -  One or more people or vehicles that go with  and protect somebody/something, 
 or that go with somebody/something as an honour 

 Monsieur -  French for mister 

 Fume -  To be very (and I mean VERY) angry 

 Slumber -  To be deeply asleep 

 Chloroform -  A sleeping medicine 



 GPS -  Global positioning system; a system by which signals are sent from satellites to a 
 special device, used to show the position of somebody/something on the surface of the 
 earth 

 Neuron -  A cell that carries information between the  brain and the other parts of the 
 body 

 Ram -  To crash into something or push something with  great force 

 Break-neck -  Very fast and dangerous 

 Immense-  Very big or great 

 Hydraulic-  Operated by water or another liquid moving  through pipes, etc. under 
 pressure 

 Walloping-  T  o hit somebody/something very hard 

 Pondering-  To think over something for a long time 

 Agitated-  To feel  disturbed and upset 

 Bawl-  Cry in a much more sad way; also how to describe  when a baby cries for the want of 
 something 

 Persisted-  to continue doing something even though  other people say that you are 
 wrong or that you cannot do it 

 Darted-  Move quickly and suddenly 
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 Hesitate-  To pause before you do something or before  you take a decision, usually 
 because you are uncertain or worried 

 Shriek-  To shout in a high pitch 

 Propeller-  A small fan. Usually on a boat to move  it forward 

 Foliage-  All the leaves of trees or plants. Normally  used in the forest 

 Flawless-  Without fault in an action 



 Spherical-  Shaped like a sphere 

 Sullen-  Being bad tempered and not wanting to talk  to anybody 
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